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A B S T R A C T

There is substantial evidence that evolutionary diversification can occur in allopatric conditions through reduction in the degree of phenotypic plasticity when an isolated population encounters a novel, more stable environment. Plasticity is no longer favored in the new environment, either because it carries an inherent physiological cost or because it leads to production of suboptimal phenotypes. In order to explore the role of phenotypic plasticity in sympatric diversification, we modeled the ecological and evolutionary dynamics of Escherichia coli bacteria in batch cultures. Our results describe an evolutionary pathway leading to metabolic diversification in a sympatric environment without spatial structure. In an environment that fluctuates widely and predictably, evolutionary branching leads to diversification and stable coexistence of generalist and specialist ecotypes for some combinations of parameters. Diversification and stable coexistence occur when reaction norms are steep and trade-offs between metabolic pathways are convex. We conclude that, in principle, diversification due to reduced plasticity can occur without allopatric isolation, reduced environmental variability, or an explicit cost of plasticity.

© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The role of phenotypic plasticity in evolutionary diversification (and in evolution more generally) is the subject of ongoing debate. Recent assessments range from “phenotypic plasticity as a major mechanism for evolution...has, at present, neither empirical nor model support” (de Jong, 2005, p. 101) to “recent theory and data implicate phenotypic plasticity as playing a key role in promoting diversification...” (Pfenning et al., 2010, p. 465).

Several comparative studies have provided indirect evidence of a role of phenotypic plasticity in diversification, generally by showing that extant species have genetically fixed phenotypic differences similar to those that can be induced plastically in an ancestor (Pfenning et al., 2010). For example, in island populations of tiger snakes (Notechis scutatus), common garden experiments showed that young island populations (those recently derived from mainland populations) achieve large head size through phenotypic plasticity, while older island populations are genetically fixed for a similar phenotype (Aubret and Shine, 2009). In three-spined sticklebacks, plasticity in both morphology and osmoregulation in the (presumed ancestral) marine population is substantially reduced in at least some of the (derived) freshwater forms (McCairns and Bernatchez, 2010; Wund et al., 2008).

In each of these cases, a reduction in plasticity is thought to have resulted from an isolated population encountering a novel, more stable environment. Plasticity is no longer favored, either because it carries an inherent physiological cost or because it leads to production of suboptimal phenotypes. Here, we show that diversification due to reduced plasticity can occur without allopatric isolation, reduced environmental variability, or an explicit cost of plasticity.

Our model is based on a series of experiments by Doebeli and colleagues (Friesen et al., 2004; Le Gac et al., 2008; Spencer et al., 2007; Spencer et al., 2008; Tyerman et al., 2005), in which Escherichia coli bacteria grown in batch culture consistently diversified into two genetically distinct ecotypes that differ in their relative growth rates on glucose and acetate. The “large” or slow-switcher (SS) strains have higher growth rates on glucose but switch more slowly to acetate metabolism than the “small” or fast-switcher (FS) strains (“large” and “small” refer to the size of colonies grown on agar plates). Slow switchers also exhibit lower maximum growth rates than fast switchers when glucose is exhausted and acetate metabolism becomes the primary source of energy. Relative to a more plastic ancestor, SS strains are glucose specialists, which upregulate the glycolysis/pyruvate decarboxylation pathway (hereafter referred to simply as glycolysis) at the expense of acetate assimilation and the tricarboxylic...
acid (TCA) cycle (Le Gac et al., 2008). The FS strains are generalists capable of growth on glucose or acetate. Relative to the ancestor, FS strains upregulate acetate assimilation and the TCA cycle at the expense of glucose catabolism (Le Gac et al., 2008).

E. coli grown in a mixture of glucose and acetate preferentially consume the glucose first, switching to acetate catabolism only when the glucose is exhausted. Metabolism is thus plastic with respect to the extracellular concentration of glucose: when glucose concentration is high, glucose is converted into energy through glycolysis, resulting in production of acetate, which is excreted from the cell as a waste product. When glucose drops below a threshold concentration, the acetate uptake and oxidative respiration pathways become active, and acetate is reduced to CO₂ through the TCA cycle. The resulting two-phase growth curves, characterized by rapid early growth and slower growth following glucose depletion, are known as diauxic.

Catabolic pathways are subject to a trade-off between the rate of ATP production and the yield of ATP per molecule of substrate (Gudelj et al., 2007; Novak et al., 2006), which constrains pathways to a spectrum from fast but inefficient to efficient but slow. The combination of glycolysis and acetate excretion is the fast/inefficient end of the spectrum, producing ATP quickly but gaining only a few ATP molecules per molecule of substrate, while acetate uptake and oxidative respiration produce a much larger number of ATP molecules per molecule of substrate but do so more slowly.

In the experiments of Doebeli and colleagues, the early phase of evolution was characterized by a directional change, specifically a reduction in the lag time between growth on glucose and growth on acetate (Spencer et al., 2008). This directional change was followed by diversification into the two recognizably distinct metabolic types: one (FS) that begins exploiting acetate earlier in the 24 h growth cycle and grows relatively quickly after glucose is exhausted and one (SS) that grows more quickly early in the growth cycle (when glucose is abundant) but that is unable to efficiently switch to acetate catabolism after glucose is depleted (Le Gac et al., 2008; Tyerman et al., 2008).

Genetic changes occurred both in the early, directional phase of the experiment (distinguishing both derived types from the ancestral strain) and after diversification (distinguishing FS from SS) (Le Gac et al., 2008). Phenotypically, though, the SS type is similar to the ancestral strain, while the FS type represents a novel metabolic strategy (Spencer et al., 2008; Tyerman et al., 2008).

FS and SS types can coexist on ecological timescales in a homogeneous, well-mixed environment (Friesen et al., 2004; Tyerman et al., 2005). Invasion experiments in which the two types were mixed in various initial proportions consistently stabilized at intermediate frequencies, suggesting that diversification and coexistence resulted from negative frequency-dependent selection (Friesen et al., 2004; Tyerman et al., 2005).

In order to explore the role of phenotypic plasticity in sympatric diversification, we modeled the ecological and evolutionary dynamics of E. coli in batch cultures. Bacterial metabolism was represented as a system of differential equations representing the kinetics of the central metabolic pathways using Michaelis–Menten equations. Bacterial population growth, environmental feedbacks, and evolutionary dynamics emerged from the metabolic activity of individual bacteria. We used the resulting model to explore the conditions in which changes in phenotypic plasticity can lead to metabolic diversification in a well-mixed, sympatric population.

The fundamental assumption of our model is that a trade-off exists between the expression of (1) the enzymes involved in glycolysis and acetate excretion and (2) those involved in acetate uptake and oxidative respiration. These expression levels are the plastic traits of our interest, and the reaction norms in our model describe their responses to the concentration of nutrients (glucose) available in the medium. Since we further assume that the rates of these pathways are proportional to their expression levels, the trade-off in expression amounts to a trade-off between the rates of the respective pathways.

The evolutionary dynamics of this system were previously modeled by Friesen et al. (2004); the current model differs from the previous model in several important respects. First, we exploit the detailed understanding of the E. coli central metabolic pathways to model the metabolism of individual bacteria in terms of explicit enzyme kinetics. In addition, we model metabolic reaction norms as continuous functions, rather than as a switching function in which a given pathway is either fully “on” (expressed at its maximum level) or fully “off” (not utilized). Finally, we do not assume that the trade-off between growth on glucose and growth on acetate is linear; rather we treat the shape of the trade-off curve as a parameter and explore concave, linear, and convex trade-offs. Trade-off curvature has been shown to be an important factor in diversification in adaptive dynamics models (e.g., Doebeli, 2002; Kisdi, 2001), and the shape of the trade-off curve turns out to have a strong influence on evolutionary outcomes in our model as well.

2. Model

The basic structure of our model is as follows. In Section 2.1, we derive an ecological model describing the dynamics of a bacterial population and of the composition of the growth medium during a single batch culture of 24 h. The model is based on the stoichiometry and kinetics of E. coli metabolism, and it reflects a feedback in which bacterial growth both affects and is affected by the growth environment. The ecological model thus describes both the growth dynamics of the bacterial population and the dynamics of the medium, i.e., the environment. Given the relevant stoichiometric and metabolic parameters, the behavior of the ecological model is determined by the phenotypic properties of the bacteria in the batch culture, specifically, the expression levels of metabolic enzymes. In Section 2.2, we derive an evolutionary model, based on the ecological model in Section 2.1, describing the evolution of traits determining metabolic enzyme expression. Through their effects on bacterial metabolism and growth, these traits determine the ecological environment (i.e., temporal changes in substrate concentrations) that mutant phenotypes experience, and hence determine the selection environment for mutants. This then sets the stage for an adaptive dynamics analysis.

2.1. Ecological model

To build the model, we first described E. coli metabolism by assuming that the kinetics of each pathway could be represented as a single reaction using Michaelis–Menten dynamics. This simplifying assumption has been used in several similar models and yielded results that are biologically realistic (e.g., Gudelj et al., 2007; Pfeiffer and Bonhoeffer, 2004). Stoichiometry of E. coli central metabolism was based on that described in EcoCyc (Keseler et al., 2009); a schematic of the resulting model is shown in Fig. 1. Glucose is taken up by cells and broken down to acetyl-CoA by the glycolysis pathway at a rate ν₁, producing 12 ATP molecules (including the yield from coenzyme reduction) and 2 acetyl-CoA molecules per glucose molecule. Acetyl-CoA is converted to acetate and excreted from the cell at a rate ν₂, producing one additional ATP molecule per acetyl-CoA molecule. Acetate in the medium is taken up by cells and converted to
Fig. 1. Schematic of E. coli central metabolism. Glycolysis converts glucose into acetyl coenzyme A at rate \( v_1 \), producing 12 ATP and 2 acetyl-CoA per glucose molecule. Acetyl-Co-A is converted to acetate and excreted from the cell at rate \( v_2 \), producing 1 ATP. Acetate is taken up by the cell and converted to acetyl-CoA at rate \( v_3 \), consuming 1 ATP. The TCA cycle reduces acetyl-CoA to CO\(_2\) at rate \( v_4 \) per acetyl coenzyme A molecule (we assume this as constant). See Table 1 for rate equations.

The intracellular concentration. The conversion constant \( \frac{v_1}{C_0} \) scales the metabolic rates, since these determine the number of intracellular conditions but is assumed constant for simplicity. Given the stoichiometry of \( E. coli \) metabolism as well as the metabolic rates \( v_1 \)–\( v_4 \), the growth of \( E. coli \) in a medium consisting of glucose and acetate can be described by the following system of differential equations:

\[
\frac{d[Glu]}{dt} = -v_1 \cdot n(t) \cdot \frac{V_c}{V_m} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\frac{d[AcCoA]}{dt} = 2v_2 - v_1 - v_3 - v_4 \tag{2}
\]

\[
\frac{d[Ace]}{dt} = (v_2 - v_3) n(t) \cdot \frac{V_c}{V_m} \tag{3}
\]

\[
\frac{dn}{dt} = n(t) \cdot V_c \cdot (12v_1 + v_2 - v_3 + 12.5v_4) \tag{4}
\]

Here [Glu] and [Ace] are the concentrations of glucose and acetate in the medium. [AcCoA] is the concentration of acetyl coenzyme-A within the cells, \( n(t) \) is the number of bacteria in the population, \( V_c \) is cell volume (2 \( \times \) 10\(^{-15}\) L; Mengin-Lecreux et al., 1982), and \( V_m \) is the volume of the medium (0.01 L). The rates \( v_1 \)–\( v_4 \) (see next paragraph) are in units of mmM/min within a bacterial cell. Thus, the rates of change in [Glu] and [Ace] are scaled by the factor \( V_c/V_m \), which scales the impact of each cell to the larger volume of the medium, and \( n(t) \), the number of cells. These terms are unnecessary for [AcCoA], since this in an intracellular concentration. The conversion constant \( g \) in Eq. (4) describes the efficiency with which ATP is converted into bacterial cells (2 \( \times \) 10\(^6\) cells mmol\(^{-1}\)), which was assumed to be constant (Baubach and Elsdon, 1960; Varma et al., 1993). Initial concentrations of glucose (1.39 mM) and acetate (9.72 mM) in the medium were from Le Gac et al. (2008), and the intracellular concentration of acetyl coenzyme-A (0.395 mM) was the average of several estimates (Bennett et al., 2009; Buchholz et al., 2001; Hiller et al., 2007; Walsh and Koshland, 1985). The initial population size was 10\(^8\) cells, and the system of differential equations was numerically solved for a time period of 24 h, the time period between transfers in the batch cultures of Friesen et al. (2004), Tyerman et al. (2005) and Le Gac et al. (2008).

The rates \( v_1 \)–\( v_4 \) of the metabolic pathways in Eqs. (1)–(4) depend on the concentrations of glucose, acetate, and acetyl-CoA, as well as on the expression levels of the relevant enzymes, as described in Table 1. Published estimates of maximum rates and half-saturation constants differ among studies, often by an order of magnitude or more, and so these parameters were chosen to yield growth curves similar to those observed in the conditions we modeled. The concentrations of substrates and products constitute the ecological environment, the state of which is itself influenced by the metabolic rates, since these determine the change in substrate and product concentrations.

Crucially, the metabolic rates \( v_1 \)–\( v_4 \) are also determined by the phenotype of the cell, i.e., by the expression levels of the relevant enzymes. We assumed that the metabolic rates were proportional to these expression levels and that the expression level of glycolysis and acetate secretion is given by a function \( x[Glu] \) of the glucose concentration. The reaction norm \( x[Glu] \) lies in the interval [0,1] and scales the metabolic rates \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) as described in Table 1. At the same time, the expression level of the acetate metabolism (acetate uptake and TCA cycle) is described by a function \( y[Glu] \), which also has values in the interval [0,1] and scales the metabolic rates \( v_3 \) and \( v_4 \) as described in Table 1.

The reaction norms \( x[Glu] \) and \( y[Glu] \) are phenotypic properties of a cell, and to study their evolution, we assume a basic trade-off between glycolysis expression and TCA expression. Specifically, we assume that

\[
y[Glu] = 1 - x[Glu]^a \tag{5}
\]

where \( x \) is a parameter that describes the curvature of the trade-off. This relationship is always monotonically declining, but it can be convex (positive second derivative, \( a < 1 \)), linear (\( a = 1 \)), or concave (negative second derivative, \( a > 1 \)) (Fig. 2C). As a consequence of this trade-off, for any given glucose concentration the reaction norm \( x[Glu] \) determines the levels of expression of all relevant pathways (Table 1).

The reaction norm \( x[Glu] \) represents a plastic response to glucose concentration and describes how glycolysis expression changes over the course of each growth period as glucose is consumed by the bacteria. To facilitate modeling the evolution of this reaction norm, we assumed that \( x[Glu] \) is a sigmoidal function of the glucose concentration

\[
x[Glu] = \frac{e^{\beta[Glu] - s}}{1 + e^{\beta[Glu] - s}} \tag{6}
\]

The quantities \( s \) and \( r \) in this expression control the shape of the reaction norm of glycolysis expression to glucose concentration (Fig. 2A, B). These quantities are the phenotypic traits whose evolutionary dynamics we address in the next section. In particular, we are interested in determining the evolutionary dynamic of the trait \( s \), which determines the position of the reaction norm.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glycolysis</td>
<td>( v_1 = \frac{x[Glu]v_{max}}{C_1 + x[Glu]K_{m,Glu}} )</td>
<td>( v_{max} = 146.6 ) ( K_{m,Glu} = 0.04 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pta/ackA</td>
<td>( v_2 = \frac{x[Glu]v_{max}}{C_2 + x[Glu]K_{m,Ack}} )</td>
<td>( v_{max} = 300 ) ( K_{m,Ack} = 15 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AcCoA synthase</td>
<td>( v_3 = \frac{y[Glu]v_{max}}{C_3 + y[Glu]K_{m,Ace}} )</td>
<td>( v_{max} = 50 ) ( K_{m,Ace} = 0.07 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCA</td>
<td>( v_4 = \frac{y[Glu]v_{max}}{C_4 + y[Glu]K_{m,Ace}} )</td>
<td>( v_{max} = 50 ) ( K_{m,Ace} = 0.05 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2. Representative reaction norms and trade-off curves. The boldface curves in A and B represent the same set of parameter values \((r = 10, s = 0.5)\). (A) Reaction norms of glycolysis expression for different values of \(s\), the shift from left to right \((r = 10)\); (B) reaction norms of glycolysis expression for different values of \(r\), the steepness of the reaction norm \((s = 0.5)\); (C) trade-off between glycolysis expression and TCA expression for different values of \(a\), the trade-off curvature; and (D) reaction norms of TCA expression for different values of \(a\) \((r = 10, s = 0.5)\).

\(x[\text{Glu}]\), and hence the degree of specialization on the different substrates: decreasing \(s\) shifts the reaction norm to the left, i.e., toward glycolysis specialization, whereas increasing \(s\) shifts the reaction norm to the right, i.e., toward TCA specialization (Fig. 2A). More precisely, as glucose concentration declines over the course of a growth period, a high value of \(s\) leads to a relatively early start to the decline in glycolysis expression (and the corresponding increase in TCA expression), whereas lower values of \(s\) lead to a late onset of glycolysis decline. Mathematically, \(s > 0\) describes the glucose concentration at which glycolysis expression is half of its maximum value. The effect of the parameter \(r\) is to change the steepness of the change in expression; as \(r\) becomes large, \(x[\text{Glu}]\) approaches a switching function (Fig. 2B). The effect of the trade-off curvature (Eq. (5)) on the shape of the TCA reaction norm is shown in Fig. 2D.

2.2. Evolutionary model

Given the assumptions of the model, bacterial growth is completely determined by the level of glycolysis expression, \(x[\text{Glu}]\), and the concentrations of glucose and acetate in the medium. The concentrations of these nutrients are, in turn, determined by the metabolic activity of the resident bacteria. The evolution of such a system, in which the phenotypic composition of the population is an important component of the environment, can be well represented in the modeling framework of adaptive dynamics (Dieckmann and Law, 1996; Geritz et al., 1998; Metz et al., 1996). Adaptive dynamics assumes that reproduction is clonal, that ecological and evolutionary timescales are separate (i.e. that evolution is mutation limited), that mutations are of small phenotypic effect, and that mutants appear at low initial frequency (Geritz et al., 1998; Metz et al., 1996). The last of these assumptions allows the important simplification that the effect of newly arising mutants on the selective regime is negligible.

We used the framework of adaptive dynamics to analyze the evolutionary dynamics resulting from our model for \(s\) (shift of the reaction norm left or right). As described above, mutants were assumed to have negligible effect on the growth environment (i.e., only the resident phenotype contributed to changes in glucose and acetate concentrations). Thus, although the relevant environmental factors fluctuate over a 24 h cycle, their levels at any given point during the growth cycle are completely determined by the resident bacterial phenotype. For residents with low \(s\) (i.e. relative glucose specialists), the concentration of glucose declines relatively quickly, while the acetate concentration initially increases, declining only once glucose is depleted. For residents with higher values of \(s\) (relative acetate specialists), glucose concentration declines more slowly and is never fully depleted, while acetate concentration begins to decline sooner after a smaller initial increase.

Although \(r\) (steepness of the reaction norm) is also potentially subject to selection, for simplicity we held \(r\) constant in these analyses. Solutions in which \(r\) and \(s\) were allowed to vary independently (described below) showed that \(r\) is subject to directional selection for increasing values. Since the maximum rate of change in expression is likely to be constrained by a physiological limit, this directional selection suggests that \(r\) is likely to be fixed at or near this limit (whatever it is). Therefore, it is reasonable to study the evolution of the phenotype \(s\) for various fixed values of \(r\).

We visualized the resulting evolutionary dynamics using pairwise invasibility plots (PIPs; Geritz et al., 1998; van Tienderen and de Jong, 1986). These plots map the fate of possible mutant phenotypes (on the y-axis) appearing at low initial frequency in different resident populations (on the x-axis). The plots are filled (gray) for areas in this 2-dimensional phenotype
space in which the invasion fitness is positive, i.e. in which the mutant can increase from low initial frequency. In our plots, mutants with positive invasion fitness were those that increased in frequency over a 24 h growth period. (Supplement A: Mathematica notebook for s PIPs)

The zero contour of the invasion fitness function separates areas in which the mutant can potentially invade from those in which it is doomed to extinction. The evolutionary dynamics of the population can be inferred from the intersection of the zero contour of the invasion fitness function with the 45° line (see Fig. 3). This point represents an “evolutionarily singular strategy” (Geritz et al., 1998), at which the local fitness gradient is zero. Depending upon the configuration of invasion fitnesses near this intersection, the singular strategy may represent an evolutionary attractor, toward which monomorphic populations with higher and lower phenotypic values will converge, or a repeller, from which a monomorphic population will evolve further away. Further, in the case of an attractor, different configurations indicate the existence of either an evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS), in which case the population remains monomorphic, or a branching point, in which case the population becomes dimorphic, with two phenotypes diverging in opposite directions from the singular point. See Fig. 3 and Geritz et al. (1998) for examples of ESS and evolutionary branching configurations.

We also modeled evolutionary dynamics in which r was treated as an evolving trait, and r and s were allowed to vary independently. In this case, we calculated one-dimensional selective gradients for each trait by comparing invasion fitnesses at two nearby trait values and dividing by the difference in trait values. The two-dimensional selective gradient at each point in trait space was calculated as a Euclidian vector of the two fitness values. The two-dimensional selective gradient at each point in trait space was calculated as a Euclidian vector of the two fitness differences. (Supplement B: Mathematica notebook for two trait streamplots).

Examination of PIPs also allows identification of regions of phenotype space in which each of two phenotypes can invade a resident population comprised of the other, i.e. regions of mutual invasibility (see Fig. 3B, D). Mutual invasibility occurs for a pair of phenotypes if each has positive invasion fitness in a population where the other is resident; in the PIPs this is evident when the positive regions of the PIP and its reflection about the 45° line overlap (see Fig. 3B, D). In these regions, coexistence is possible on ecological time scales due to negative frequency dependence: each phenotype increases in relative frequency when rare, so neither can take over the population. When the singular point is a branching point, the region of coexistence is accessible from the singular point, and two phenotypes can potentially coexist on an evolutionary time scale. In the case of an ESS, the region of coexistence is not accessible from the singular point via small mutations, and only transient polymorphisms are possible.
While PIPs concisely represent the evolutionary dynamics of a monomorphic population, they do not describe the continued evolution of a population that has become dimorphic through evolutionary branching. To explore the evolutionary dynamics of $s$ within the region of mutual invisibility, we modeled the growth of two resident phenotypes using iterated numerical simulations, with growth of both residents feeding back onto the growth environment. To do so, we calculated equilibrium frequencies by iterating the demographic model over a number of 24 h growth periods. At the end of each growth period, the densities of both residents were reduced 100-fold and the concentrations of glucose and acetate reset to their original levels (to simulate transferring 100 μL of culture to 10 mL of fresh medium). Simulated growth periods and transfers were iterated until the relative frequencies of the two resident phenotypes stabilized, assumed to have occurred when the change in relative frequency from one growth period to the next fell below $10^{-5}$. As for the two-trait simulations above, we calculated one-dimensional selective gradients for each resident phenotype by comparing invasion fitnesses at two nearby trait values and dividing by the difference in trait values. The two-dimensional selective gradient for each pair of trait values was calculated as a Euclidian vector of the two fitness differences. (Supplement C: Mathematica notebook of two-resident simulations).

We represented the selective gradients of two residents within the region of mutual invisibility, and the corresponding expected evolutionary trajectories, using stream plots. If the trajectories represented in these plots converge to a point within the region of mutual invisibility, this point is an evolutionarily singular coalition, at which the local fitness gradients for both residents are zero (Geritz et al., 1998). As in the monomorphic case, an evolutionarily singular coalition may or may not be ESS stable. If both phenotypes are fitness maxima, the singular coalition is ESS stable and cannot be invaded; in this case the dimorphic population is expected to persist (Geritz et al., 1998). If one or both phenotypes are fitness minima, nearby phenotypes can again invade, and further evolutionary branching is expected (Geritz et al., 1998).

### 3. Results

The kinetic model yielded population growth curves that were qualitatively similar to those obtained in the evolution experiment for some combinations of parameters (Fig. 4; cf. with Fig. 1 of Le Gac et al., 2008). Growth of phenotypes other than glucose specialists was diauxic, with rapid growth until glucose was depleted and slower growth thereafter.

The evolutionary dynamics of $s$, the shift from left to right of the reaction norm, fall into one of two classes (representatives of both classes are shown in Fig. 5). In both cases, an evolutionarily singular strategy exists that is convergence stable, i.e. for which the local fitness gradients for nearby phenotypes lead to the singular point (Fig. 5). This point is an evolutionary attractor, to which monomorphic populations are expected to converge whether they start with a higher or a lower value of $s$.

Once the population has reached the evolutionary attractor, subsequent evolutionary behavior depends upon the steepness of the reaction norm ($r$) and the convexity of the trade-off ($a$). For concave, linear, and slightly convex trade-offs (sufficiently large $a$), and for shallow reaction norms (sufficiently small $r$), the singular strategy is also an evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS), a phenotype that cannot be invaded by a mutant with a similar phenotype (Maynard Smith, 1982). In this case, the population evolves to the ESS and remains monomorphic. The value to which $s$ converges when the singular point is an ESS is between 0 and 0.5 (Fig. 5 D, G–I).

For sufficiently convex trade-offs (small $a$) and steep reaction norms (large $r$), the singular point is convergence stable but is not an ESS, i.e. the singular point is at a fitness minimum. In this case, mutant phenotypes with higher and lower values than that of the resident have positive invasion fitness, and $s$ undergoes evolutionary branching (Fig. 5A–C, E, F).

For the combinations of parameters we tested, the trends described above (ESS for large values of $a$ and small values of $r$) always held. That is, for a given value of $a$, a value of $r$ exists above which the singular strategy is, and below which it is not, an ESS. Similarly, for a given value of $r$, a value of $a$ exists below which the singular strategy is, and above which it is not, an ESS. While our sampling of the parameter space was necessarily incomplete, these trends hold at least for $0.1 \leq a \leq 2.0$ (sampled in steps of 0.1) and $2 \leq r \leq 20$ (sampled in steps of 2). For $a > 2.0$ and $r > 20$, our sampling was much less dense, but up to very large (probably biologically unrealistic) values, the PIPs change little with further increases of $a$ and $r$. Because we sampled hundreds of combinations of the parameters $a$ and $r$, and because additional PIPs would provide little additional information, we have shown only a representative sample of the PIPs we generated in Fig. 5.

In some cases (e.g. Fig. 5C) a second singular point exists at a negative trait value; this point is an evolutionary repellor, meaning that populations with trait values below the singular point will evolve to still lower values of $s$. In the context of the model, this means that populations specialized on glycolysis will evolve to become slightly more specialized. However, for these trait values the reaction norms are nearly flat for all positive glucose concentrations (e.g., Fig. 2A, $s = -0.3$), so evolution to still lower values of $s$ (shifting the reaction norms further left) has very little impact on expressed phenotypes. As a result, the selective gradients in the vicinity of the repellers are so small (on the order of $10^{-13}$) that they are only relevant for very large populations, and so we do not discuss them further.

Mutual invisibility, in which each of two phenotypes has positive invasion fitness when the other phenotype is resident, occurs in a large region of trait space. In the cases in which an ESS exists, the region of mutual invisibility is not accessible from the singular point. Before the population reaches the singular point, though, mutation may carry a population into this region, and thus it is worth considering the resulting evolutionary dynamics. Stream plots of selective gradients for two residents show that...
only transient coexistence is possible in these cases, as the adaptive dynamics lead out of the region of coexistence (Fig. 6A, C–D). In cases in which evolutionary branching occurs, stream plots of selective gradients often show convergence to a point within the region of mutual invasibility (e.g. Fig. 6B), indicating that at least two different trait values can coexist on an evolutionary time scale. In some of these cases the evolutionarily singular coalition is evolutionarily stable (both phenotypes are fitness maxima); in other cases one or both of the phenotypes is a fitness minimum, i.e. a branching point (Table 2).

The selective gradients when $s$ and $r$ were allowed to vary independently show stabilizing selection for a small, positive value of $s$ ($s \approx 0.5$), and directional selection for increasing values of $r$ (Fig. 7). Higher resolution plots (not shown) reveal that selection for increasing $r$ continues, but declines in magnitude, at least up to moderately high values ($r \geq 20$). Thus, $r$ evolves to values at which evolutionary branching may occur in $s$ if the trade-off between glycolysis expression and TCA expression is sufficiently convex. At large values of $r$, the reaction norm approaches a switching function, and further increases in $r$ have little effect on either the shape of the reaction norm or the resulting dynamics of $s$.

4. Discussion

Our results describe an evolutionary pathway leading to metabolic diversification in a sympatric environment without spatial structure. For some combinations of parameters (steep reaction norms and convex trade-offs), evolutionary branching leads to stable coexistence of at least two distinct metabolic phenotypes. This diversification occurs in an environment that fluctuates predictably over a wide range of the relevant condition (the daily cycle of high to low glucose concentration), which
makes the reduction of plasticity (specialization) that occurs in one type particularly surprising. Individual bacteria live their entire lives in a subset of the total range of conditions, and so an ideal strategy would seem to be a highly plastic one.

Diversification in this case occurs through gradual shifting of reaction norms. For ranges of parameter values at which two phenotypes can coexist, stable values of $s$ tend to be around $s = 0.1$ and 0.5. A phenotype of $s \approx 0.5$ is a generalist, capable of achieving maximal expression levels of both pathways when the trade-off curve is concave, linear, or slightly convex. For sufficiently convex trade-offs, high levels of TCA expression become unattainable for this phenotype. A phenotype of $s \approx 0.1$ is a glycolysis specialist, for which the glycolysis pathway is always expressed at some level, and TCA is always down regulated for all but very concave trade-offs. Emergence of these phenotypes is qualitatively consistent with the ecological character displacement observed in the evolutionary experiment of Tyerman et al. (2008), in which the FS type is a metabolic generalist and SS a glycolysis specialist.

Evolutionary branching in this system can be understood as a change in the available niches, as evolutionary change in the resident population changes the time course of the daily fluctuation in nutrient concentrations. For example, as $s$ evolves to lower values (higher glycolysis expression), more acetate is produced early in the growth cycle. Greater availability of acetate opens up a niche for a high $s$ phenotype (higher TCA expression). If a high $s$ mutant appears and begins to increase in frequency, more glucose will be available later in the growth cycle, leading to selection for further decreases in $s$ in the low $s$ resident. This situation creates a positive feedback loop: as each phenotype evolves away from the other, it creates a selective pressure on the other phenotype to evolve still further away.

The specialization on glucose in the SS type is due to a reduction in plasticity: the glycolysis pathway, initially induced by the presence of glucose, has become constitutively expressed, so that it is no longer dependent on the original environmental condition (glucose). Reduced plasticity in this case results not from any change in the shape of the reaction norm, but rather from shifting the entire curve to the left (Fig. 2A). Plasticity is effectively reduced when part of the reaction norm is shifted outside of the range of environmental conditions (glucose concentrations) in the experiment. Still larger shifts would result in fixation of one pathway or the other, as the phenotype (expression level) is essentially zero or one throughout this range.

Similar patterns of reduced phenotypic plasticity have often been interpreted as evidence for genetic assimilation (e.g. Aubret and Shine, 2009; Ledon-Rettig et al., 2008; Palmer, 2004; West-Eberhard, 2003), a process in which natural selection causes a phenotype that is initially induced by an environmental stimulus to become constitutively expressed, so that the original stimulus is no longer required for its expression (Waddington, 1953; Waddington, 1961).
However, the pattern of reduced plasticity is not sufficient to conclude that the process of genetic assimilation is the cause. In most conceptions of genetic assimilation, an important component is the “phenotype first” aspect (also known as “plasticity first” or “genes as followers”), meaning that the phenotype in question first appears due to environmental change, rather than genetic change (Hall, 2001; Price et al., 2003; Schwander and Leimar, 2011; West-Eberhard, 2003; West-Eberhard, 2005). In this view, it is the environmentally induced change (plastic response) that moves the population within the range of attraction of a new adaptive peak, effectively altering the direction of selection (Price et al., 2003). It is not immediately obvious how these concepts, which are most often considered in terms of discrete changes, can be reflected in a conceptual framework (adaptive dynamics) that has gradual change as a basic assumption and in which relevant aspects of the environment are determined by the phenotypes that are currently present in the population. In our model, the phenotypes, their relative frequencies, and the resulting environment change gradually, and diverging phenotypes coevolve in response to these changes. It is thus difficult to say whether or not the “phenotype first” requirement can be met and whether or not the concept of genetic assimilation is relevant to this model.

Our results show that diversification and coexistence are strongly dependent on the shape of the trade-off between expression of the glycolysis and acetate excretion pathways and that of the acetate uptake and TCA pathways. In the most literal sense, a linear trade-off implies that the total expression of these pathways is constant, so that an increase in one is exactly offset by an equivalent decrease in the other. For the convex and concave cases, the total expression is lower or higher, respectively, when both pathways are active than when one is fully up regulated and the other shut down. Because the effect of expression on growth depends on a complicated feedback of phenotype, metabolism, and environment, the shape of the trade-off curve does not easily translate into terms with a direct relevance to fitness. To gain an intuitive sense of this relationship, though, we can think of a concave trade-off curve as one in which intermediate phenotypes are favored (perhaps because of a synergy between the two pathways) and a convex trade-off as one in which extreme phenotypes are favored (perhaps because some intermediate metabolite of one pathway interferes with the expression of the other). In this sense, the metabolic diversification predicted for convex trade-offs is consistent with, for example, the inhibition of some TCA enzymes by NADH produced by glycolysis (Keseler et al., 2009).

In addition, diversification is only predicted when the value of $r$ is relatively high (exactly how high depends upon the value of $a$), that is, when the reaction norm is steep. In biological terms, the effect of $r$ is, roughly, to determine the rate at which bacteria switch from one metabolic pathway to the other (“roughly” because expression is explicitly a function of glucose concentration, and only implicitly a function of time). Depending on the values of $a$ and $s$, a low value of $r$ will often mean that one pathway or the other can never be fully upregulated, at least within the range of conditions in the model (for example, see the $s=0.1$ and 1.3 curves in Fig. 2A, the $r=5$ curve in Fig. 2B, and the $a=0.25$ and 0.5 curves in Fig. 2D). For sufficiently high $r$, any value of $s$ between 0 and 1.4 allows expression arbitrarily close to
100% for both pathways, while s outside of this range amounts to complete specialization in glycolysis (s < 0) or TCA (s > 1.4). Pfennig et al. identify as one of the “key challenges” for future research on the evolutionary effects of phenotypic plasticity to “explore parameter space over which plasticity promotes rather than impedes diversification” (Pfennig et al., 2010). Here, we have shown that, for this example at least, diversification only occurs when the trade-off between traits is sufficiently convex and the reaction norms sufficiently steep. The requirement for convex trade-offs was predicted in a different context in the covariance model of Michod (2006), in which the diversification of cell functions in a multicellular organism was predicted to occur only if the trade-off between fitness components was convex. If this principle can be generalized, it suggests that phenotypic divergence by changes in plasticity is more likely when the trade-off between performance in different environments is convex. Further, the association of diversification with steep reaction norms (high r) suggests the possibility that this sort of trait diversification is more likely for polyphenisms than for traits that vary continuously with an environmental factor. Testing these hypotheses would require traits to be measured in multiple environments, since a minimum of three measurements is required to begin to estimate or even detect curvature in a trade-off or a reaction norm.

The reduced plasticity of the SS type evolved in an environment that was both variable and predictable (the decline in glucose concentration from an initially high value in subsequent daily transfers). In our model, this reduction in phenotypic plasticity occurs in the absence of any explicit, externally imposed cost of plasticity. Rather, fitness differences emerge from the ecological conditions generated by feedback from bacterial metabolism, which is in turn based on the kinetics of metabolic pathways in individual bacteria. The only trade-off imposed is between the expression level of the glycolysis/acetate excretion pathway and that of the acetate uptake/TCA pathway. Expression level trade-offs are known to occur in E. coli and other bacteria because transcription factors compete for a limited pool of RNA polymerase (King et al., 2004; Nyström, 2004). Fitness effects in our model emerge from the interaction of this trade-off with the environmental feedback of the bacteria on the medium. Our results show that frequency-dependent selection can drive the evolution of specialization even when there is no inherent cost of plasticity.
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